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1. To extent that protest against Navy's cost r..aluation--%'4ch
found that award war erroneously made to other than lowest
coat offeror-Iplicftly calls ini4 querc bc sufficiency of
RYP evaluation factors, it is without mdrit. RFP e4equately
described evaluation factors and their relative iurtance;
also, provisions are nut viewed as defective or ambigrnaos
when read together with ency instructions to offerors on
pricing of discounts.

2. Where Initial cost evaluation cctsidered only codt of one
computer benchrk at $50,000 point no Navy later con-
ducted cost ree'valuationiwhich considered propoeed prices
in terns of monthly expenditure rate of $50,000, no'grounds
are seen to object tok cojit reevaluaticu, !ecsuae under RFP
provisions as supplemented by instrUcticns to afferors
benchmark portion of offeitrs' pricing was to be based on
monthly usage'rate of $50,00.

3. Frriteat which caused agency to terminate contract and make
award to protester was timely filed within iO workIng days
after protester knew basis of proteet. Issues in counter-
protesr by contractor whose contract was terminated are also
timely, with exception of allegation that substantially
higher prize level should have bean used in benchmark portion
of cost evaluation. Contractor, as incumbent at time proposals
were solicited, should have raised this Issue prior to closing
date for receipt of revised proposals.

4. Agency properly declined to'consider contractor's reduction
in contractprice in reaching decision to termirnate contract
for conven;'ence of Government *ad reaward to offeror which
was actually lowest in overall cost, because in prevailing
circumstances price reduction amounted to late modification
of unsuccessful proposal.
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S. Proposal for computer tie slwuring aervices which reserved
offeror'e right to revise computer algorithm failed to
conform to material *YY requirement that off-rors submit
fixed price., because algorithm ia directly related to
proposed pricea.

6. Where RYP for computer time sharing services establsuhed
benchlark reqtuireants whiih related primarily to technical accept-
ability of proposal., and Navy regarded offeror's several
performance discrepancies (time exceeded on 3 of 135 tasks,
degradation factor exceeded in 1 of 3 benchmark runs) as
minor, Navy'a acceptance of proposal s not clearly siztnn
to be without: reasonable basis insofar as protester's
numerous objections concerning benchmark performance, memory
allocation feature and 30-day contractor phase-in require-
ment are concerned,

7. Where RPP for computer time sharing aervices required that
niain memory protection mait ensure integrity of user's area
during operatlons, Navy's acceptance of proposal lacked
reasonable basis, because upon technical raview proposal
does not demonstrate that approach proposed by offeror
meets requirement. t 

S. Since protester'i proposal was unacceptable due to failure
to offer fixed p~ices as required by RFP, primary
remedy requested in its protest--retnstatement of its
contract which Navy terminated for convenience--ia precluded.

9. Where Navy accepted proposal which did not met material RFP
computer security requirement, protest is sustained and GAO
reco-nends that Navy renew competitinn by reopening negotia-
tions, obtaining revised proposals, and either awarding
oontract to protester (if it in successful offeror) or

modifying contractor's contract pursuant to its beat and
final offer (if it remains successful offeror).
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I. Introduction

This is our decision on protests by Computer Network Corporation
(COMNET) and Tyuahare, Inc., in connection with request for pro-
posals (RFP) No, U00600-76-R-5078, issued by the Naval Regional
Procuremtnt Office, Naval Supply Systems Commend, Washington, D.C.

The Navy awarded a contract to Tyushare under the RFP. COMOET
protested to our Office, contending that it should have received
the award. In accordance with our Did Protest Procedureo (4 C.P.R.
2O (1976)), we request2d a documented report from the Navy responsive
to the protest.

On examining CWMOET's protest the Navy concluied that it was
meritorious. The Navy madekpreparations to terufrate Tyushare's
contract for the convenience of the Goidrrent and award to OWHNET.
When it learned of these developments, Tym'hare protested to our
Office against an:? such action.

In its August 6, 19.76,roport to our Office concerning the two
protests, the Navy explained the reasons for its belief that
termination and reaward vats appropriate, and also recommende6 denial
of Tymahare's protest. Shortly thereafter, the Navy proceeded to
terminate 'Iyctyhare'a contract and award to COMWIT. In the present
posture of t.' case, Tymshare is thus the real complaining party.
Tyuahare seek" termination of COMNET's contract and either a rein-
statesment of its contract or a resolicitation. Alter-Latively,
Tymshare believes that, at a minimum, the options in the COMMET
contra'c should not be exercised.

The major issues presented involve (1) the cost evaluations
conducted by the Navy and (2) COHNET's performance on the bench-
mark test and the technical acceptability of its proposal.

II. Background

The RFP called for computer time ahariig services fcv a period
of 1 year, with options for two additional 1-year periods. It
established a sequence consisting of submission of technical'pro-
prosals, which would be evaluated to determine theirs :ceptability,
to be followed by benchmark testing, and finally submission of price
proposals. Section D of the RPP set forth the evaluation factors,
and provided in pertinent part:
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"A. Teahnical Propoeal

"The tachniasl proposals Wl o1 be evaluated
en4 reviewed to ensure offarors comply
in all areae of the specificatione mnt
forth ir5 Section . All el*ments of the
spec'fications are of equal. Laportance and
shall b. evaluated am much.

"B. Price Proposal

"Te price proposail will be evaluated on
the following, listed in descending order
of Importance:

1. Benchmark invoice coata

"2. On-line storage costs

"3. Connect-time (User teru nal and RDS)

"4. Other coatt (Training, Documentation,
Software !ngine&-, dtt.)

~ ., .1

"Award will be made to the technically acceptable
offeror who offers the lowest overall cost to
the Government." (Emphasis original.)

Section XVIII of the RIP also provided the f 'lowing
.nformatlon on the relationship of the benchmark to the oast
c-iluation:

"P. 'An invoice for each Benchmark
prcceu bind a sum. total invoice shall be
prepared using dollar amounts. Invoices
are to begiven to Naval Regional Procure-
meant Office representatives at the end of
<ech lenchcark session. rtznehmark -oat
figure. *ill be used In the cost evalua-
tion phase.

"' If applicable, use 'f discounts
proposed will be illustrated on the Benchmark
prices."

Appendix E to the RFP further provided:
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"A billing invoice for each process listed
on Attachment 1 will be required to be submitted
after successful demonstration of the b echsmrk.
For each process the following information is
required on the invoice: date and time of demon-
stration, process name, quantity and units of
all resources used in the billing algorithm,
and total cost for the process. The billing
charges for the three data bases are to be
accumulated under the Data Base Monitor pro-
caeses.* * *"

COMNET's and Tymahare's technical proposals were evaluated
as acceptable and both passed the benchmark to the -atiafaction of
the Navy. The Navy's March 16, 1976, letter requested submission
of price proposals and stated in pertinent part.

'Page 43 of the solicitation contains the
statement 'If applicable, use of discounts
proposed will be illustrated on the Rench-
mark prices'. For purposes of illustrating
discounts on the lehchmark prices (if any),
a monthly invoice for all chprges (before
discounts) of greathr than $5 ODO.O00 c-.. be
assumed." .

The Navy's April 14, 1976, letter to the offerors further
stated:

"* * * Benchmark price quotes should be
based rsU a monthly usage rate of $50,000 exclusive
of permanent disk storage costa (as suggested in
amendment number 3). A price schedule that in-
cludes usage quantities from $0 to unlimited per
month (i.e. pay as you go service schedule) is
required."

Tymshare's final price proposal provided:

"1. The following price schedule is based
on a discount from TYMSHARF's standard
prices and is provided for the Bureau
of Naval Personnel, the Future System

- only, in three levels as per below:
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Connect Hour Rat~a TRU Rate

$ 10 $ 25

"b. Level 2

"Frou 0 to- 1000 connect hours in eceass
of!t a firit?$45. 00billed wittin any
month, TYfSaARE vill provide up to 1000
hours of didicaited terminal conneet time
and 175,000. TRU'a -t aflat rate of $42.50
Per dedicted termA1 l-connect hour.
(Termin l connect ht'n, is defined an up
to 30 CPS terminal speed.)

"c. Level 3

"For u-ag above the initial'S45,000 in
any mnonth and ustae abovn'dither. or both.
the 1000 terminal connect houts and the 175,000
TRl'c the following schedulea will apply:

CONNECT HOUR SCHEDULE

No. of Hours Hour/Rate($)

1001 to 5000 8
5001 to 75C0 7
Over 7500 6

TRU SCHEDULE

No. of TRit's TRUt/Ratri($)

175,'001 to 350,000 2250
350,001 to 700,000 .2000
700,001 to 1,050,000 .1875

1,050,001 to 1,400,000 .1750
Over 1,400,000 .1500"

(Emphasia in original.)
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In the evaluation of the price proposals, the Navy uaed a
numerical scoring scheme which had not been disclosed in the
RIP. Numerical weights were given to the 4 subcritaria listed
under price:

1. Benchmark invoice coats (40)
2. On-Line storage costs (30)
3. Connect time (20)
4. Other costs (10)

There was a further breakdown of the benchmark euberiteria
weight in that the various benchmark functiozis or jobu were weighted
relative to each other. For each suberiteria, the offeror with the
lowest coat was to be awarded the maximum number of paints and the
other offeror would receive proportionally fewer points in accordance
with the following formula:

Lowest price x weight - points
Individual price

In the Navy'e evaluation, Tymahare received q2.335 out of a
possible 100 points, CaENET received 79.452, and award was therefore
made to Tymshare.

After the award to Tymshare, COENET proteated. Among other
objections, COM ET challenged tHe Navy's evaluation of the Tymahare
price proposal insofar as benchmirk invoice coats and connect
time were conceined. COHNET argued that thesNavy erred i!a-pplying
Tyushare's level 2 pricing for benchmark invoice coats. and Tymahare'u
level 1 pricing for connect time. The net effect of thic, in COONET's
view, was that Tymrhare's low'level 2 price for processing was
evaluated witheu? evaluating Tymshare's high level 2 price for
connect time--even though the Navy would be billed the low processing
charge only when it paid the high connect time charge. COMNET con-
tended that either level 1 or level 2 had to be used consistently
throughout the evaluation, and that whichever was uced, CIKOET's
price was louer than Tymshare's.

Stated somewhat differently, COMMIT's contention was thati
one cost element of the Tymahate proposal (connect time) was
evaluated at one volume level (the first $45,000 billed within
any month) whereas another cost element (benchmark) was evaluated
at a different volume level (in excess of the first $45,000
billed within any month). COMET pointed out that since the
Navy had stated that discounts would be evaluated assuming
*50,000 in billings per month, it would be appropriate to use
Tymehare's level 2 pricing consistently in reevaluating Tymihare's
proposal.

-8-
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The Navy's'report to our Office dated August 6, 1976, wtatede

"As. result of COMOIn' protest, the Navy
reevaluated the relative costs of both OJHNIT
and TYHSRAZ. In the reevaluation the Navy
calculated the average cost per bench mark uting
a monthly expenditure rate of $50,000 instead of
using the cost of one bench mark at the $50,000
point. The use of average costs changed the
bench mark portion of the cost evaluation
dramatically because it took into account the
high costs TTHSHARZ proposed for the first
945,000.

"In the reevaluation the average bench
*mark cost for CONNET was only $1598.59, coa-
pared to $2699.4i for TiSAPRE. Overall,
COMONT scored 99.989 points to TYMSHARZ's
66,0332"

It appears that the Navy's reevaluation took a somewhat
different approach from whit COHNET had suggested, because rather
than consistent pricing of different elements at a given cost level,
the Navy recalculated benct.Srk costsaassuming monthly yxpenditures
up to a $50,000 level. However,- the result was nonetheless that
CGmNET's proposal was determined to be lower in overall costs than
Tymshare's.

Named on the reevaluation, and despite Tymshare's protest,
the Navy terminated Tymrhnre'a contract and made an award to

III. Cost Draluation

While it appears that the RFP requested offerors to submit
prices for the work to be done, it also spoke in terms of lowest
overall costs and cost evaluation, and for the riost part we will
discuss the issues raised in terus of costs ratho, than prices.

'_ Sufficiency of RFP

Tymahare's first major contention is that the Navy's initial
cost evaluation properly concluded that its proposal was lowest
in cost, based upon the RFP's evaluation criteria. Tymahare
believes that any subsequent indication that Tyashare is not the

-9_
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low offeror means that the UIP evaluation criteria wre faulty.
Tymshare points out that offerors must be advfsed of the evalua-
tion factors and their relative itportance (citing AEL Service
Cjrroration et al., 53 Coup. Gan. 800,(1974), 74-1 CPD 217)
and contends that if a contract is improperly awarded because
of ambiguous evaluation criteria, the proper reeAdy is to resolicit,
with the existing contract being terminated for convenience only
after reffl.ciitaLion (citing Linolex System. inc. 54 Camp Can
483 (1974,, 74-2 CPD 296; New England Engineering Co., 5-184119,
September 20. 1975, 75-2 CPD 197, and Santa Fe Engineers, Inc.,
B-184284, September 26, 1975, 75-2 CPD 198). Tymahare strenuously
objects to a termination followed by an award to another offeror
on the basis of a reevaluation applying evaluation criteria which
were never diaclosed in the RIP.

In this regard, we do not believe that the RFP's atatement of
evaluation factors was defective. We believe that rUP section D,
supre adequately dei:eribed the evaluation factors, subfactors,
and their relative importance. As we read the RFP, the decisive
criterion was price or coat--i.e., given acceptable technical
proposals, the one lowest in overall -cost would be selected. More-
over, the subfactors or suberiteria under price proposals--
benchmark invoice costs etral.-were'4isted in descending order
of impcztance, which has been yiewed as &n appropriate method of
showing relative importance. See 3DM Service Cuizpany,5B-180245,
May 9,-1974, 74-1 CPD 237, and decisions discussed therein. In
contrast, we rote that the critical point discussed inAEL Service
Cob-ratin. supra, was that failure to diaslose the relative
importance of subfacrors or subcriteria which were essential
characteristics or mPea-:ements of end item performa.-e would
be objectionable. As far as the undisclosed numerica2 weights
attached to the price uubcr±.'eria are concerned, we note that
Armed Services Procurement Regulation (rnt-..-I.3-501(b)(3)
section D(i) (1975 ed.) prohibits the disclosure to offerors in
the RFP of -he numerical weights to be employed in the evaluation
of proposals. There is nu basis in this case to conclude that the
undisclosed numericai weights actually applied by the Navy in its
cost evaluation were po out of liniioiiih the RFF am to be objec-
tionable. See Bayshore Sistems Corporation, 3-184446, March 2,
1976, 76-1 CPD 146. Further, we do not see any defect or ambiguity
when the RFP evaluation factors ast' considered together with the
additional information provided to the offerors in the Navy's
March 16 and April 14 letters. See the discussion infra. In
short, the issue as we see it is not the sufficiency of the RFP,
but rather the propriety of the Nevy's initial cost evaluation
and reevaluation.

-10- 7
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In this counection, the decimions cited by Tymshare in Vuiuh
our Offic reoominded. uusolicitationm are diutiuguiahable from
the preiegi case, bdcalie rhey involved situations where the
sollcit.tIons were a bigunui nr otherwise defective. if an RIr
i s*atisfactory but the agercy errs 4 n failing to properly evaluate
the succesuful ptopasal, It may be appropriate and feasible to
reevaluate, terminate for convenience and reavard to the offoror or
offerors which should have received award in the first place. See,
for example, Co,.uter Nachinery Corporation, 55 Coup Cen. 1151
(1976), 76-1 CPD 358.

2. Propriety of Cost Reevaluation

A second VW3Jor argument advanced by Tyushure is that the
Navy's cost reevhluation iteilf was inproper beccuse It war "outs de"
the ters of thi published RFP evaluation factors. The pretester
revAews the peri-Inent RIP provisions set forth mupra And strisses
that the Navy s March 16, 1976, letter specifirally stated that a

monthly invoice for all charges (before discounts) of- sreater than
$50,000 could be assumed. Tym3hare's July 28, 1976, letter to our
Office summarizen its argvncnt:

"Their is only ont way In which th_ ipertinent
RYP provisions] can'be interpreted. If a con-
tractor has a discount beginnlng at $50,000 or
less s in cty given month, the invoiceo submitted
for the work ackually performed on the Benchmark
must be (or may be) at the discount rats. In
othe' words. for purposes of the specific Invoices
submitted in response to the RFP, monthly invoices
prior to the particular cues submitted of 950,000
have been assumed. Therefore, when Tymsharm's
proposal'fas analyzed and evaluated in accordance
with the terms of the RFP, the invoice coats over
$50O000.alone-were considered. The reevaluation
process engaged in by the Navy which shows Tymahara
as the second low bidder, while purporting to be
based upon invoice costs, is actually am evaluation
of the amount of work performed during the initial
$50,000 billing, an evaluation criterion never
disclosed to any of the rarties."

Stated differently, the urgument is essentially that the
RFP as amended specifically detenvined to evaluate prices
only at discount for benchmark evaliat4or purposes. This argu-
ment hinges on the language in the Navy's March 16, 1976, letter
to the offerors that monthly charges of greater than $50,000 could
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be assumed. However, as the Navy and CONNET point out, wben the
full text jf the pertinent language is examined, it is clear that
offerors -were to- assume monthly~billings girater than $50,000 for
the purpose of illustrating discoanto, ifany. Moreover, the
Navy's April 14, 1976, letter, when read together with the earlier
letter and pertinent RFP provisions, does not, in our opinion, offer
any support for an interpretation that benchmark invoice costs
would be evaluated "at discount." It must be noted that the Navy's
stated objective-pursuant to RFP section D was to determine which
proposal offered the lowest overall costs. It would appear that
the only reasonable interpretation is that which the Navy applied
in making its cost reevaluation, i.e., that the benchmark should
be costed using a monthly expenditure rate of $50,000 rather than
the cost of one benchmark at the $50,00; point. We see no basis
to object to the Navy's position in this matter.

A point related to the-cost reevaiuation is Tymahare's
contention that its "connect time".should have been evaluated
at less than the $10 figure (level 1 pricing) cited in its
proposal. We think the only answer required for this allegation
is that the offerors proposed certain prices in their offers, and
any evaluation by the igtncy, whether an initial, erroneous evalu-
ation or a corrected reevaluation, would necessarily be on the
basis of the prices propbabd. -,

3. Timeliness of Protests

Tymshare has further contended that COMNET's protest to
our Office was untimely, citing Fairchild-Industries, Inc., B-184655,
September 8, 1975, 75-2 CPD 140, a case where the protester was
familiar with the type of evaluation formula used in the RFP, but
failed to file its protest prior to the closing date for receipt
of initial proposals. However, it seems clear that the genesis
of COHNET's protest was not the statement of evaluation factors
contained in the RFP, but the way the Navy initially applied the
factors to the pricing in Tyuahare's proposal. COENET states that
it did not learn this information until aftef the award to Tyushare
when it received certain contractual documents on June 18, 1976,
from the Navy pursuant to a Freedom of Information Act request.
COGNET's protest to our Office vas filed on July 1, 1976, fewer
than 10 working days later.

Another argument presented by Tyushare is that neither COMNET
nor the Navy has shown that the benchmark clement of the cost
evaluation presented a totally accurate picture of actual costs to
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the Government. Tymshare believes that there in, therefore, no
reason to afse that the binchmark reevaluation is any more
accurate a reflection of *ctualfcosts than the initial evaluation.
Further, Tymahare points out that the reevaluation wan based
uponumonthly billings up to:$500O0, and alleges that a larger
volume of use is actually contemplated. Tymshare contenAs that
if billings at $87,500 are considered, Tymshare'a average cost
per benchmark is lower than CMNET's.

_This contention involves several points.4 First, in
awarding a requirementa contract there in no suchtthing as
absolute assurance ofptotal costs to the Government* The total
costs are not known until the coitractisuperformed. The,
objectivein valuatingabid"'aor proposals is to obtain reasonable
assurance that a selecfed offer will provide lowest overall costs.
Second, we note that this :cntention does not involve the manner
in whiich variouscost elements of a .competitor'*~proposel were
evaiuated (the subject of cmatM'a protest) nor the propriety of
the Nivy's reevaluating benchmark costs to take into account
monthly expenditures up to $50,000 (which Tyuahare protested
after it learned of the reevaluation). Rather, it involves a
question as to whether some level of expenditure substantially
higher than the $50,000 figure cited ip the Navy's March 16 and
:April 14 letters would have been'more appropriate'for use in the
cost evaluation. We note that -Tyshare was the incumbent con-
tractor at the time price proposals were solicited in March and
April 1976. If Tymahare had reason to believe that use of a
substantially higher expenditure level was appropriate, it should
have brought this point to the Navy's attention and protested, if
necessary, prior to the closing date for receipt of revised price
propossal (April 26, 1976). See 4 C F.R. 20.2(b)(1) (1976).
Unlike some of the other issues regarding the cost evaluations,
which indirectly (taough properly) call into question the sufficiency
of the RPP, we believe this particular objection is untimely.

4. Tymahare Contract Price Reduction

Tymuhare also points out that on August' 9, 1976, it
unilaterally reduced its contract price-7making continuation
of its contract a more advantageous alternative than termination
and award to COMM. Tyrahare believe. the Navy erred in uaking
an award to COINET under theme circa stances.

We set no merit in this contention. Contracts are to be
awarded on the basis of the ground rules for the competition
laid down in the RFP as properly applied to the proposals, con-
sistent with applicable low and regulations. Developments
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occurring later, during contract performance, are not disposittile
of the question of whkch offeror is or was entitied to award
under the RFP. See Corbetta Conistrution CoBtnvn of-Illia.s.
-Inc., 55 Comp. Gen. 201 (1975), 75-2 CPD 144; Comnputer MChbinert
Corporation. supra. Tymshare's contract price reduction amountei
to a late modification to its proposal, and it vuuld have been
improper for the Navy to have considered it for the purpose of
determining which offeror was entitled to the award.

5. Requirement for Fixed Prices

A final issue which should be addressed is COMNET's contention
that Tymshare's proposal failed to offer fixed prices. In this
regard, the RFP (page 18) required price proposals to respond to
the following provision:

"Cost proposals must contain a full
description af the vehdor's algorithm for
processing charges incluing the factors
involved, component costs, the measurements
taken, how units are measured, the points at
which measurements are taken, and the weights
applied to these measurements in.arriving at
billable charges. Also identified must be
all overhead charges that are n. addition to
hardware-processing charges. Also included
must be any variation in price due to priority
level or time of day."

Tymahare's initial price proposal provided:

"The TRU algorithm is proprietary and shall
only be used by those Navy personnel evaluating
TYHSHARE's services.

"TYNSHARE reserves the right to revise its
algorithm during -he life of the contract to
reflect changes in hardware costs, inflationary
pressures, operating system improvements, atc.
Should an algorithm change be considered, an
analysis of the impact of these changes on Navy
operations will take place, and appropriate
negotiations conducted."

Tymanare's revised price proposal did not withdraw or modify
these provia'ons. Also, we note that the RHP provided at page 14t

- 14 -
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`Heti~od/of Procurement is two-step negotiation.
The firit step. calts for the subaittal of a
techn;Lcal proposal only. After evaluaition by
the Government technical personnel, Offerors
whose offer baa been determined to be technically
acceptable will then, and only then, proceed to
step two.

-"The seaiond step i. the *ubmittal of\\akprice
proposal. and performance of the Benchmark test.
The resulting cdntract will Ue P Aixed riCe
requirements contract." (Exphaa isadded.)

Further, Amendment No. 2 to the RFP, December 8, 1975, contained
the following question submitted by a prospective offeror and the
Navy'u answer i

"46. Q. .'IH it correct ?edassume that prices
'are only firm for the first year and
can'be revieed for the second and
third year?

A. r, riees re to be submitted
or;'all vears. Award prices are not

jiublest t hne Sepg 4
Section J. " (Emphamis added.)

The issue of failure to offor a fixed price more commonly
a rises in fonmally advertised procurevent. than in negotiatsd
ones. See, for example, Joy Manufacturini Coipany, 54 CAp.
Gen 237 (197 4 ),K 74 - 2 CPD 183. See, however,-Computer Machinery

Coror i~on, *uir-, where we held that a poreibn of the auccessfulproposal which failed to offer fixed or determinable prices--a
material RFP requirement--should have been rejected. We think

it is clear tha tehe RFP in the present cuse established fixed
prices as a material requirement notwithstanding aome references
torofferora' "costs. " Since the algorithm is related to the
IRU's, and aince Tywshare'e pricing;, aunre, iemexpreuaed with
reference to the number of SRU's, Tytehare did not offer fixed
prices and its propoenl in our view was unacceptable. While
the Navy apparently did not rely on thie point as a beasia for
terminating Tymahare's contract, it furnishes another justifica-
tion for that action.

In view of the forugoing, we aee no hernia to object to action.
taken by the Navy in regard to the coat reevaluation.

- 1.5 -
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IV. COMIET Benchmark Results and Technical Acceptability

Tymshare has contended that award could not have been made
to COtNET because COMOET failed the benchmark test, and because
COMNET'F proposal was technically unacceptable.

RnP sectiotn XVIII required a benchmark/demonstration
of system capabilities, and RFP appendixE described,& number
of different benchmark tasks and specified, inter alsa, maxinum
acceptable execution times It appears that the benchmark was
intended to serve a number of different\functgCois in the pro-
curement. The-Navy a August 6, 1976, report suggests that the
benchmark results had's bearing on confirming the technical
acceptibility af proposals, as well as determiuit 'a prospec-
Live contractor's responsibility. As already discummed, the
benchmark provided information to be used in 'the cost bvalua-
tion phase. The" P bezchmarkiprogisions also appear to estab-
lish in part, a liquidated damages provision in the event of
inadequate contractor performance (in regard to minimum response
time limits). Overall, we think (as Tymshare apparently dooe)
that in all probability the benchmark was primarily related to
the questiot. of technicaZ acceptability of proposals.

At the outset, it is Importanteo note. that it is not the
function of our Office to evaluate the technical acceptability
of proposals. Evaluation of proposala is primarily the function
of the rontracting agency, and our examination of such issues in
protests is limited to considering whether the agency's evalua-
tions and conclusions are clearly without a reawonable basis.
See Julie Research Laboratories, Inc., 55 Comp. Gen. 374 (1975),
75-2 CPD 232,and decisions cited therein.

Also, in considering technical acceptability of proposals
as it relates to a benchmark requirement, as well as in other
contexts, we have observed that the rigid concept of reaponsive-
neas, which applies to bids uubmitted in formally advertised
procurements, is not directly applicable to propoaalasuubmitted
in a negotiated procurement which are initially determined to be
technically acceptable. Thus, in Linolex Sastem,. Inc et al.,
53 Coup. Gen. 895 (1974), 74-1 CPD 296, we noted the flexibility
inherent in negotiated procurement procedures in holding that
an offeror should have been giver a further opportunity to run
a live teat deaonutration of its equipment. See, also, 4* Coup.
Gen. 29 (1967).
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This flexibility is further illustrated by Sycor Inc.,
3-i03LO,'April'22, 1974, 72-1 CPD 207, wherein offeror was
givinooev"-ril days to correcti-some minor oversights in &on-
nemt -onFibh a live test demonstrati-n of a data-entry

We note that a deci4±son cfted by T;z.haresIiofma'tioniConsultants.
3-183532, August 8, 1975, .75-2 CPD 96) involved reviewvof an agency's
determination that, mix specific deficiencies' in benchmark per-
forcance, as well. an a eelay of wuore than * month! in' running the
benchmark, were sufficiently setious to justify rejection of a
proposal as technically unicceptab.e. Compare, also, Unidynamics/
St. Louis. Inc., 3-181130,kAugust i9, 1974, 74-2 rPD 107, with
the decisions discussed above.

1. Benchmark Issues

'\Tymhare has contended thattcOM"NET exceeded the minimum 5-second
response-time specified in.-the benchmark requiremeits. The" con-
tracting-officer,disagreae, and believes that Tymahare has misinter-
pret'edaths RFP; Tymsharcsdijpiets iiiS. In naiy event, we noit'e as
did Caroaionu, while thiis .equireient was included in the be'rch-
m-rk 'provisions, itaessentiaily establishes a liquidated damages
provision which applies ba 1the event.of deficient performance dur-
ing'the'course of the contract. In tHis light, we think it would
be difficult to conclude that a faiJure to meet the requirement
on the benchmark demonstration, even if established, would neces-
sarily ctll for rejection of i proposal as unacceptable.

Tymsualire also contended that COMNET exceeded the maximum
acceptable clock time on 7 of the 135 benchmark tasks. The con-
tracting officer has pointed out that COMNEXTexceeded the limits
on 3 tasks, wiot 7, and that Tymahare 1eself exceeded the limits
on 1 task. ie see no basis to disagree witht the contracting
officer's view that any performance discrepancies in this regard
were relatively minor. See, also, Elanr Corporation, B-186660,
October 20, 1976, 76-2 CPD 350, where we declined to find that either
of two offerore was prejudiced where both had performed a benchmark
under certain relaxed standards.

Tymahare has Contended, in considerable detail, that COMNET's
benchiark was conducted in a manner which could not be duplicated
under actual operating conditions, as, for example, where 16 or
more unerm are on the :ystem simultanecusly. The contracting
officer replies, essentially, that Tyashare's peak loading hypothesis
is quite unrealistic, mad that COMNET's'system can do the job.
Tymshare, unconvinced, remains of the belief that more than 15
concurrent jobs will result in a "reduction in efficiency" of

\ - 17-
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CGGIET's system We do not think Tyashare's response demonstrates
the unreasonabieness of the contracting officer's position, con-
sidering the contracting offic~er's additional observations that
peak loading problems may slow down Tymahare's-or any other con-
tractor's system, and that Tymshare's argument is grounded on
the asiumption--invalid, in the Navy's view--that the benchmark
does not reflect the way the Navy would actually use COMNET's
system during performance of the contract.

A further contention by Tymshare is that COMNET performed
its benchmark runs over a period of several days (March 19, 22,
25, 1976) and failed to successfully complete ihe tbree. riquired
benchmark runs consecutively or on 1 day, citing RFP appendix E,
page 2. The RFP provision required three benchmark demonstration
runs, and stated: "The start times of the demonstrations are
10 a.m., 2 p.m. * * * If no discount shift is proposed, the third
run of the benchmark will commence at 8 p.m. (eat)." While
COMNET's demonstrations did'tot follow this schedule exactly,
for reasons which need not be discuused in detailhere, the lan-
guage of the RFP is not, in any event, sufficiently'strong to
establish that deviation from the schedule would necessarily call
for rejection of an offeror's proposal as unacceptable.

Tymshare's protest also asserted :that coincidental dup-
lications of certain tim& &lements tnsuccessive COMNET bench-
mark runa cast doubts on the. accuracy of the benchmark results,
and also that COHNET's benchmark run sheets do not match the
detailed billing or accounting information subsequently furnished
by COMNET to the Navy. The contracting officer reported,
essentially, that both problems were due to malfunctioning Navy
equipment, which Tymshare, based on its experience in performing
the benchmark, doubts was the case. Tymshare continues to main-
tain, in some detail, that COMNET failed to meet the requirement
for detailed billing invoices (RFP appendix E) and that there are
discrepancies between the detailed billing invoices~and the
terminal run sheets. COMNET has responded, in summary, that
Tyashare is misreading the pertinent data and does not under-
stand the manual keyboard entry functionaof COMNET's system, which
allowa a small tolerance in entry of conmands but does not impact
on the accuracy of the detailed accounting information. We see
no indication in the record that the Navy did not give due consid-
eration to these Issues in making an award to COWNET, and do not
believe that the arguments presented by Tymshare establish any
sufficient grounds for a conclusion that the Navy's position in
this matter was clearly lacking a reasonable basis.
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- reyther, Tymshare has proteited'that COGMET exceeded the
degraiation' factor apecified in the RFP on 2 of its 3 benchmark runs.
The-cohtracing officer reported, however, thatethe degradation
factor was exceeded in only 1 of the 3'runs, and since
COMNET established its technical c'mpetence by completing the
other 2 runs satisfactorily, the Navy did not require an
additional benchmark to be run.

Thiajpointe'andethe excessive times on 3 oftthebenchmark
tasks,,discussed alupra, appear ro~be'ehe only areas in which
the record clearly establishes that COMNET did nzot neat bench-
*ark requirementa. Iihjneral,'the Navy's position is that
while neither of feror met 'all. the bencFmark requirements, the
discrepancies in perforcance were sominor that further bench-

mark'runs were not considere necessary. The Navy, in short, was
matisfied that both offercrs performed adequately on the benchmark.

The RFP did establish carain'banchiark requirements, and
any'failure to fully meet the iequirements is noa matter to be
taken lightly. However, to applythe.philosophy expresced in
Tymahare's protest wouldauugget that the immediate rejection of
an offeror'a proposal as techtiical 4'unnacceptable is mandated
when there is any uh6rtcoming-of any'kind iniperforming the bench-
mark requirements. While an RFP could'presumably be structured to
this degree of strietness, a reading of the present RFP does not
offer much support for such ,n approach. For instance, the RFP
does not contnin statements 'itiat rerunning of a benchmark would
not, in the agency's discretion, be permissible, or language
that failure to neet particular requirements might or would be
cause for proposal rejection.

In addition, it is arguable that such rigidity, as a general
proposition, would not be fully consistent with the'past recognition
of flexibility in applying benchmark requirtments (nee Sycor. Inc..

mupra), or with the usual purpose of a benchtark (to'aestablish
the technical capability of an offeror's proposed equipmient and
approach). After reviewing all the issues eseociated with COMNET's
performance on the benchmark, we cannot conclude that the infor-
nation presented by Tymshare demonstrates that the Navy's position
has no reasonable basis to support it.

- 19 -
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2. Memory Allocation and Phase-In;

An additionalvteschnicnl issue raised by Tymahare is that
COMNET's proposal'did not comply with the memory allocation
requirements estab1ished in:RFP section IV.A. In its initial
protest submisuions, Tymwhare asserted that "program linking
and.overlay capability" would be necessary for CGET's proposed
equxipment to meet1he requirement, and that this capabiliikvas
not specified in CONNET's proposal As with the other technic-l
issues raised, COMNET offered tehrmation refucing this aea-
tion. The Navy considered ~al rejected Tymehare's contention.
The contracting officer reported that in the Navy's technical
judgment, program linking and overiay structures are part of
the'COWNET system, and that COMNET's memory site exceeds (the
RFP minimum requirement by 50 pericent, and also graatlymiini-
mizes the need for-overlay structures or excessive linking
operations. In light of these observationa, not responded to
in Tymshire's comments, we .are unable to conclude that the con-
flicting technical viewpoint expressed in Tymshare's protest
is sufficient to show that therNavy'u evaluation and judgment
in this matter was clearly without a reasonable basis.

Tymahare further contqnds that COMNET is unable to convert
150 COBOL programs and to achieve satisfactory operation of the
system within 30 days after the award of a contract, as required
by RFP section XVII. Tymshare believes that these requirements
are evidently being relaxed, because the Navy's August 6, 1976,
report (prior to the award to COMNET) indicated that it would
take COMNET 60 days to perform these tasks. However, the Navy
later stated that the reference to 60 days was phrased serely
as an eatimate of the total time needed to witch from Tymshare's
system to COMNMT's, and that the 30-day conversion period would
be included within the 60-day period. COONET also stated that
it did not know why the Navy used the 60-day figure, but
affirmed in any event that it would complete the necessary
conversion within 30 days. Under the circus tances, we are
unable to see any basis for objection to the Navy's position.
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3. Privacy Act and Computer Security

The final and moat serious issue regarding COMNET's technical
acceptability pertains to the "Privacy" and "Security" requirements
of the RFP. RFP sections VI and VII stated as follows;

"VI. Privacy.

"A. The contractor nst- be thoroughly failiar
with the prtovisions of the Privacy Act 'of 1974 and
must dsmonstrate'that the proper admainistrative pro-
cedures, technical safeguards and .contractor personnel
training have been initiated to ensure that the
Bureau of Naval Personnel can comply fully with the
provisions of the Act while using the contractor's
services.

"B. The systkm will be used for the storage of
personnel information' that must, 'under the provisions
of the Privacy Act of 1974, be safeguarded against
unauthorized access and/or disclosure. Hence the
system must:

"l. Provide assurance $hat no users
other than those specifically designated may gain
access to the TOTAL data base or any user maintained
files (reference paragraph VII).

"2. Provide asaurance that listings, data
dumps, tapes or any other aggregates or extracts can-
not be prepared from the data base by *oftware other
than that specifically approved by, and under the
control of, the Bureau of Naval Personnel.

"3. Provide required audit trails and
logs of any accesses required by the contractor for
purposes of routine hardware and software maintenance
or backup.

"4. Provide assurance of the ability to
conform to additional modified statutes or regula-
tions that may be issued.

"5. Ensure that any system or network
changam will permit the Bureau of Naval Personnel
and the vendor to continue to comply with provisions
of the Act.

-21-
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"VIZ. Security.

A. ..No clasoifiedata is scheduled under
this announcement; however, all considerations
for the system and network must be made to prevent
unauthorized access to data, to ensure integrity
of data, to provide continuity of service, and
to prevent unintentional or intentional intrusion
into user memory during operations. These con-
aiderationa dictate the following:

"l. Administrative ucurity by means
of custody logs, a&dass logs, check out proce-
dures, control of user numbers and access criteria,
and control of Government account records.

"2. Physical siiurity to prevent
unauthorized access to computer hardware or to
records that provide control over data access.
Protective measures must also be provided to
ensure the integrity and consistency of the
operation of the system and network in came of
natural or man made disaster.

"3. Tecbnical.security text provides,

"(a) Password security at the
operating system level.

"(b) Both read and write protec-
tion at the file level.

"(c) An on-line implementation of
TOTAL that includes the following access provisions:

"(1) Vendor must provide a method
of passing TOTAL calls and data from multiple user-
task coding areas through a single Data Ranager coding
area (and return).

"(2) Vendor must provide a method
for the bureau of Naval Personnel to intercept, trap,
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check, and;modify user-TOTAL calls within the
Data Managera '!coding-area. The code itsilf
used to intercept, trap, and modify user TOTAL
calls and data will be provided by the Bureau
of Naval Personnel. This code will be called
the Data Manager's Security Code and will nor
be used in the Benchmark.

"(3) Vendor must provide safeguards
to pievent all TOTAL calls originating outaide
the DataiManager's Security Code from accessing
the production data base until it has been

passed within the Data Manager's Security Code.

"(4) Vendor musttprovide adduplicate

capability described in paragraph3 (1.) through
(3.) above, and in Appendix C, in order to tesat
new Data Manager code and user application code
against completely separate test data bases.

"(d) Main memory protection must
ensure the integrity of a user's area during
operations.

"4. Training of all contractor per-
sonnel is required to ensure knowledge of the
security safeguards and procedures.

"5. The proposal must include a
detailed description of all security measures
and procedures.

"'. The Government retains the right to
test and evaluate security procedures of the
network and aystem at any time during the life
of the contract. These evaluations may be made
at any Navy site on the network or at the central
computer site.

"C. The Bureau of Naval Personnel will not
develop and operate an advanced manpower and
personnel management information system that does
not met the above mecurity standards. Failure
to maintain security of the system and network

- 23 -
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as evidenced in a system test or by unauthorized
disclosure may be considered default of the terms
of this announcement ard/or lead to nullification
of any charges for the duration that the condition
exists.

"D. The baslctreference for secutity igideiines is:
Federal Information Processing Standards Publica-
tion 31aifriPs PUB 31),Guiidelines for Automatic
Data Ptocessing Physical Security and Risk
Management, JUNE 1974, U.S. Department of Commerce/
National Bureau of Standards."

In addition, the RFP at page 143(a) contained recently published
ASPR clauses (ASPR If 7-104.0o. 7-2003.72, Defense Procurement Circular
No. 75-5, November 17, 1975) which note, inter alia, that violations
of the Privacy Act may result in civil liabilities or criminal penalties.

Tymsharepri4ncipally hasacontended that~ the OS/MVT &i*ytem
proposed by COMNET lacks the t.~ic design features necessary to
insure thle seaurity of records and cites, inter alia. a NaLional
Bureau of f3tindards publication (NBSIR 76-1041, "Security Anilysis
and Enhancemonts of Compu.aper Operating Systems") as evidencing the
ability to deliberately or accidentally violate the security of
the OS/MVT. >

COMNtVT's July 26, 1976; letter to the Navyresponded to Tymrhare's
arguments. CONNET pointer' out that it had developed considerable
modifications to the normal OS/MVT security features. Specifically,
CONNET stated that it would provide a "full function security system"
as opposed to merely the standard OS/MVT password data set protection
system provided by the operating system. Also, COHNET stated that
extensive modifications were made to the TOTAL Supervisor Call Rouitine
an an to insure system integrity. Further, COMNET asserted that
its system provides memory and storage. protection in all areas of
the machine, including user areas _ d user data sets. Also, COMNET
stated that it has been processing the Cuaranteed Studhnt Loan
Program for the Department of Hea'th, Education, and Welfare, and
asserted that in this program, which involves conditions similar
tz the present procurement, security has been maintained in full
compFliance with the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 1 552. (Supp. TV, 1974)).

The Navy's position is that COIMhT's p-oposal was carefully
evaluated and was found to meet the requiresents of the RFP. The
Usvy rtstas that it has no doubts that CJ2NET can furnish a system
which will meet the requirements of the Privacy Act.
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IPRCJCcsputersC"iter, Inc.. et al., 55 Comp. Gen. 60,;
91-95 (1975), 75-7 CPD 35, we considered a question as t o whether
anO*S/HVT operating system used on the IBH 370/168 CPU satisfied
an RFP requirement that "The system shall provide for protection
of user programs, the operating system, and the areas in whk h
their code resifdes, from read or write access by other users."
In reviewing this issue, in consultation with technical experts,
our Office concluded that the successful offeror's, proposal
failed to meet this material RFP requirement insofar as read
protection was concerned. Since a similar issue appears to be
involved ia the present case, GAO staff members with technics' expertise
in this area have reviewed the. complianco of COMNET's proposal with
the REP privacy and security requirements.

Initially, it mutt br',6oted that a. number of therpFr
requirements are stated trId £pneral terms. Where& an R requires
merely that offerors show familiarity with certain requirements,
provide assurances thct certain safeguards will be established,
or prsvide a detailed deucription->of proposed methods and pro-
cedures, the agency's determination that an offeror proposal shows
a familiarity or provides the requested assurances and descrip-
tions obviously involves a considerable degree of judgment. For
instance, we note that t~he PrivacyA4t requires the establishment
of. appropilate administrative, techntcal and physical safeguards
to protect the security and confidentiality of records (5 U.S.C.
I 552a(e)(10))., but neither the act nor the implementing regulations
specify design criteria or particular features and mechanisms to do
thisx Hence, insofar as the aoc' general requirements are concerned--or
example, that an offer a be familiar with the act' rrequirementrnen--it
would be extremclv difficult to conclude that the agenLy's accept-"".e
of au offeror's aassurances in this respect haq no reasonable basis.

Sown of the RFP proiisions are thus subject to interpretation
as to what mijht constitute a minimally :dequate offeror response.
In this connection, it must also be noted that the state of the
art in computer security is such that no vendor can provide absolute
asuurance that unauthorized access to information contained in a
computer system will be precluded., However, we believe the RFP
indicates that the Navy had determined that a reasonable degree
of protection could be provided if the technical security specifica-
tions in section VII, supra, were met. We note that some of these
provisions are stated in specific and clearly mandatory terms.,
While we have examined the CONNET proposal's compliance with several
of' thus provisions, the most Important polrt 4r-'Aves RFF
esction VII. A. 3. d. , which provides tha. "roux .tory protection
must ensure the integrity of a user's area during opera.ions."
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We believe this requirement is open to only one reasonable
interpretation, namely, that an offeror's hardware/operation
system configuration must include "read" protection After
reviewing CONNET's proposal, we conclude that obe hardware/
operating system configuration it proposed-thu OS/WIT operating
on the IBM 360/65--cannot protect against read access to the
main memory of the CPU wit out considerable modification. While
COMNET's submissions in the protest proceedings state that It
has made considerable modifications to the standard OS/MVT,
after reviewing the COMNET proposal we do not believe the pro-
posel demonstrates that the memory protection requirement has
been met. Based upon this and our examination of the record
of the Navy's technical evaluation of proposals, we believe the
Navy's acceptance of the proposal in this respect lacked a
reasonable basis, and amounted to an improper relaxation of a
material security requirement without amending the RFP pursuant
to ASPR 5 3-805.4 to allow further competition on the basis of
the relaxed requirement.

V. Conclusion

Since the Navy erred-in accepting, the COMT rroposal, which
did not comply with a mandatory security provision, there is the
question of what corrective actioi,'*if any, should be recommended.
As noted supra, Tymshare protested seeking the following alterna-
tive remedies, in order of preference: (1) reinstatement of its
contract; (2) a resolicitation, or (3) non-exercise of the 2 option
years.

Initially, reinstatement of Tymahare'a contract is precluded,
because Tymahare's proposal was unacceptable due to its failure
to offer fixed prices.

Further, we do not believe that a resolicitation, as such,
would be appropriate, because there is no indication in this case
that the RFP is defective. However, it conceivably could be in
the best interests of the Government to recommend that the Navy
renew the competition by reopening negotiations with Tymuhare
and CONNET, awarding a contract to the successful o'feror, and
terminating for convenience COMNET's contract, if necessary.

I,
In this connection, we understand that the estimated total

price for the first year of the contract is about $1.8 million.
It must be noted that the Navy has already incurred some costs
due to its previous termination for convenience of Tymshare's
contract. Tymshare has asserted that settlement of this termi-
nation will cost the Navy $495,987. but the Navy considers this
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estimate to be 'mrealistically high. Alma, COMMIK has commenced
performance of ite contract. Tcrmination for convenience of
CIONM' contract would teceasarily involve additional coats to
the Govermeat.

However, we believe that if Tymahare were the successful
offeror in any renewal of competition, this would ameliorate the
Government'. liability in settling the previous termination of
Tymahare's contract. On the other hand, if COMET remained the
successful offeror in a renewal of competition, the Government
would he in no worse position in regard to mettling the termina-
tion for convenience of Tymehare's contract.

Accordingly, we recoe nd that the Navy reopen negotiations
with TymshArc -,:d CONMET, obtain revised proposals, and either (1)
award a contract to Tymshare"Cif it is the successful offeror) and
terminate for convenience COMNET's contract, or (2) modify COMNET's
contract pursuant to its best and final offer (in the event that
COSOIET remains the successful offeror in the renewal of competition).
By letter of today, we are advising the Secretary of the Navy of
our recomendation.

Since this decision cbntains a*Acommendation for corrective
action to be taken, we are furnishing copies to the congressional
cinittees referenced in section 236 of the Legislative Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1970, 31 U.S.C. 1 1176 (1970), which requires the
submission of written statements by the agency to the Committees
of Government Operations and Appropriations concerning the action
taken with respect to our recommendation.

In view of the foregoing, CO4NET's protest to our Office has
been satisfied by the Navy's actions and is academic. Tymshare'a
proteut is sustained.

Deputy couptroi'e iieral
of the United States
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